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so he began placing bets with bookmakers on the internet, including the web-based
sportsbook genius sports. and in 2007, with no intention of becoming a bookmaker

himself, he founded a business that would eventually become betting assistant. when he
created the company, walters knew that what he really needed was the tools to make his
job easier. but he also had a deep understanding of the betting industry, having gone to

college and played on sports teams with gamblers. so he created a new type of
sportsbook, a service that could combine the credibility of a traditional bookmaker with the
convenience of an internet sportsbook. the betting assistant platform was simple: walters
would collect data on games, offer to take bets from customers, and then place those bets
on the internet, including at genius sports. he partnered with a company called sportsbook
america to take his bets for him. and the company's sportsbook, betonsports.com, would

take most of the risk. at his seattle-area restaurant, walters made a few bets for customers
who wanted to wager on basketball, but he never took a bet himself, he says. "i never

made a bet on myself," he says. "i never won, i never lost." but he gained a reputation as a
top football handicapper and had customers who wanted to place bets on the nfl. and in

2012, a friend of his who ran a sportsbook online asked walters to place a bet for him. that
led to the creation of bettingassistant. the bill proposed by rep. steve daines (r-mont.),
who sponsored the house version, would eliminate the individual states ability to allow
betting on sports, which is currently prohibited by the professional and amateur sports

protection act. the state-by-state gambling option would be a minor change in the
legislation, which would not include a revenue-sharing provision.
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all of the five experts interviewed by espn.com said they'd expect a boon in u.s. gambling
revenues from sports betting. some of the money will come from overseas, but much of it
will come from the united states, especially on super bowl sunday. the total haul for sports

betting in the united states in 2014 is likely to be $1.6 billion, the panelists estimated.
thats about one-fifth the size of the u.s. gambling industry overall. the five experts also

agreed that the united states sports betting industry will grow to $3 billion in revenue by
2018. if that happens, its a bit of a marketing coup. each expert said the united states

sports betting industry will develop a certain amount of sophistication by then. that
sophistication will likely lead to less illegal gambling. many u.s. sportsbooks exist simply

because they cant get licenses from international regulators like the international olympic
committee or fifa. theyll have to be licensed by the u. sports leagues or the ncaa. the nba
is the only major american sport without a significant presence in the u.s. sports betting
market. the nfl, ncaa and nhl, however, have little to fear in the way of a downturn. the

three leagues are already the leading sources of revenue for sports betting operators, and
the projections are that theyll be able to avoid a downturn for at least the next three

years. "i think the united states is the largest market for legal sports betting in the world,"
said shannon o'donnell, a vice president at the caesars sportsbook at the sportsbook at the

wynn. "i don't think there's any other market out there that comes close." 5ec8ef588b
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